
 
 
I tried to do this in quals 4-5 and the B-main but was never really very comfortable doing it.  I was 
unable to be very consistent entering that 90 degree right hander at the bottom-left of the 
track.  Hold this thought; it’s relevant for a future paragraph… 
 
For all the qualifiers so far my first gear was a 16/49; for the fifth (and last) one I decided to try a 
15/49 20/44 combination (I was 16/49 20/44 before).  When race four was over I checked my tires 
(I was running them down each qualifier to see the effect) and the rears were 71mm so I replaced 
the tires for the fifth qualifier.  In the fifth qualifier I ran Kyosho rubber and removed a little bit of 
front sway – despite crappy lines and inconsistent lap times I ended up with a 18/5:06 (holy 
cow!).  Kyosho rubber was indeed better than my Jaco rubber.  Also, during this run I was a little 
disappointed with my car’s response off idle so for the mains I spent some time leaning out the 
bottom to clean it up off idle. 
 
TQ for the event was a 20/5:08 set by Guess Who (Scott) so I was a good bit off the pace!  Jim’s 
best qual time was a 19/5:01 and that put him in fourth qualifying position. 
 
For the B Main I ran the same setup that I had in the fifth qualifier.  I started with new tires of 
course, and I fully prepped the car (cleaning, bearings, check tweak, etc.).  Before the B-main my 
best single lap time was a 16.353s lap set during my 18/5:04 qualifier.  In the B-main my fastest 
lap time was a 16.254s so I was a little bit quicker.  Interestingly, I was only 2s away from first 



place (Ron Gustin) at the end of the B-main!  Below is a graph I made of the distance back from 
Ron (the winner of the B) back to me and the 3rd-place guy: 
 

 
 
Check out the slope of my line… Ron was quicker than me in the first 2/3 of the race but in the 
last third I gained ground.  I was only 2s behind when the race finished!  Since the top 2 positions 
bumped up to the A, I was really happy.  Big thanks to Scott and Jim for their awesome pit work 
during the B-main.  I was in first place for that one lap before my last fuel stop. 
 
I wasn’t 100% happy with the car in the B-main though.  It was still a bit darty down the back 
straight and it was a little loose on-power exiting a turn.  The place where I thought I could gain 
the most time was at the sweeper at the end of the straight: 
 

 
Scott and Jim made it very clear that the fastest way around this turn was to keep the car on the 
inside boards throughout the whole turn.  They were also braking just a little bit at the end of the 
straight to set the car for the entry to the turn.  I found that I could brake a little at the entrance 
then get in the throttle just a hair and carry some good speed around the turn – but it was pretty 
hairy because the “just a hair” for the throttle was a very very fine line – just a touch more throttle 
and my clutch would fully engage and I’d go wide.  Scott and Jim described the blipping they 
were doing to keep the car going and avoid getting the clutch fully engaged but I couldn’t get 
myself to fully commit to doing this so I settled on going a little slower around this turn (this is on 
my list for “things to improve upon”).  We discussed this after the first day of qualifying but I was 



never comfortable (yet) doing it; if I had been able to do it I’m sure my times would have been 
quicker on day 2 of qualifying and in the mains.  I now suspect that throttle blipping around a turn 
like this is useful because it allows the car to be in the middle-ground between clutch fully 
disengaged and clutch fully engaged – if you do it right. 
  
Since I wasn’t 100% happy with the car I made a few changes – I increased my front toe out from 
0.75 per side to 1.5 per side and I increased my rear toe-in from 2.5 degrees per side to 3.5 
degrees per side.  I also stood the front bar up for full sway.  I figured “I’m starting last in the A-
main with a bunch of faster drivers so what have I got to lose?” 
 
Since I had bumped into the A I had to fill out a sponsor sheet – for the first time ever!  Since I 
suck at painting (think “220V wet-dry vac class” sucking – really really bad) I always get crap from 
Scott and Jim and Rich for my paint jobs.  This most recent one had a wonderful shade of yellow 
that was reminiscent of American Cheese.  The best name for it is “Velveeta Yellow”.  Therefore, 
for the “sponsors” section of the sponsor sheet I put down “Empire Racing and Velveeta 
Cheese”.  I laughed pretty hard at my geeky joke when they introduced me on the stand… 
 
So I was the last guy starting in the 45-minute A-Main.  I started with big tires (69/76) and no 
stagger.  No tire change would be required due to the low tire wear.  The back straight starting 
positions are pretty close together so I decided to hang back a little at the start and see what 
happened.  Sure enough the start was really hairy and by the sixth lap I was in sixth place.  I ran 
my own race the whole time with 5:20s pit stops or so (8mm restrictor) and Mike DePrez (Jimmy 
DePrez, who got 2nd in the 200mm A-Main, is Mike’s brother) did an awesome job pitting me.  45 
minutes of pitting for a 1/8th scale car is a lot of work and Mike’s help was very much 
appreciated.  During the main I wasn’t very aggressive with the other drivers; heck they were all 
faster than me (or so I thought) so I went a little wide when they caught me.  Somewhere around 
the lap 30 point though I noticed a change – things started “clicking” much better and I felt a LOT 
more comfortable with the car’s behavior and my driving.  It was at this point that I ended up 
taking the front straight with a straight shot: 
 



 
 
I don’t know if it was faster in absolute terms or not but it was so damn comfortable and 
repeatable and consistent for me that I just had to keep doing it.  Things felt weird here at around 
the 30 lap point; it was kind of Zen-like (I know it sounds corny but it really felt like I fell into a 
deep groove) and I just decided to put some laps down.  One nice thing about this track was that I 
couldn’t really understand the announcer (Clark) since the PA was so quiet.  I knew he was 
saying my name sometimes but I had no idea what he was saying and I really didn’t want to know 
– I just drove my car.  I ended up passing some cars on the track as well, which really surprised 
me.  Toward the end when there were fewer cars on the track Mike yelled up at me what was 
going on and I was pretty surprised at my position but I just kept driving my race.  Finally it was 
over and WOW did my feet really hurt (I tense them up when I’m driving for some reason and 
have trouble walking for the first ten minutes after a race – this was my first 45-minute race). 
 
Here is the graph of the top five drivers in the A-Main: 
 



 
 
Terry hung with Jeremy for the first third of the race then couldn’t keep up.  Also, will you just look 
at the slope of Scott’s line?  HOLY CRAP.  If his motor would have been solid it’s pretty clear he 
would have won.  In the end he was only 2s behind Bob despite being off-track for forever and a 
day at three different times early in the race. 
 
At the end, when Clark announced the results I was really happy at the fact that I finished in 3rd 
place but I was even happier when I saw the results and saw that my fastest lap time was a 
15.997s lap – I had broken the 16s barrier!  After my car passed tech I noticed that one of the 
front wheelbase spacers had fallen off – perhaps my car had independently decided to go all 
“reactive caster” on me, a la old Trinity cars? 
 
Here are the final race results: 
 

. Car Driver's Name Total Laps Total Time Fastest Lap On Lap Avg. Lap Time Status 
1 2 Cupps, Jeremy 164 00:45:06.917 00:15.525 89 16.505 Done! 
2 5 Brown, Terry 162 00:45:09.191 00:15.691 51 16.723 Done! 
3 10 Baumbach, Jason 158 00:45:14.533 00:15.997 32 17.180 Done! 
4 7 Ingersoll, Bob 155 00:45:15.234 00:16.365 95 17.517 Done! 
5 1 Kimbrow, Scott 155 00:45:16.186 00:14.843 133 17.523 Done! 
6 6 Toffelmire, Brad 127 00:45:04.028 00:15.501 47 21.291 Done! 
7 8 Cheng, Binson 109 00:33:11.369 00:15.735 30 18.269 DNF 
8 4 Adkins, Jim 49 00:13:11.303 00:15.427 28 16.149 DNF 
9 9 Gustin, Ron 41 00:14:41.752 00:15.587 36 21.506 DNF 
10 3 Barrera, Scotty 39 00:11:00.855 00:15.567 31 16.945 DNF 
 



 
Look at Jim’s ridiculously low average lap time.  If he hadn’t have had motor trouble he would 
have been leaving the field like Scott (Scott’s average is low because he had long laps since he 
came back whereas when Jim blew up he wasn’t able to come back). 
 
Back when I was practicing Kuk Sool Won, Chief Master In Joo Suh would always yell at us “you 
need more practice!”  That holds true for every skilled endeavor…  The biggest lesson I learned 
at this race was the value of practice for RC racing – I ran more than two gallons of fuel through 
my car during this race and it really paid off.  There is NO WAY I would have bumped into the A 
or done well in the A without all of the practice I did.  In prior races I was worried about practicing 
just before the qualifiers because “if I break something I might not make a qualifier”.  I’m not yet at 
the stage where I can just put the car down and GO; I need wheel time so it’s better for me to get 
wheel time any way I can.  If something goes wrong and I break something for one qualifier, 
then… so what?  I contend that the net benefit of more wheeltime will outweigh whatever 
qualifiers I screw up from walling the car before the qualifier.  As someone once said,  “Boy, it’s 
the old cliché: practice.  You have to practice.  You have to get to the major races and get as 
much experience running big races as possible.” 
 
When’s the next race?  I need more practice! 
 
Jason 
 
PS – I want to emphasize again how great both the facility and the people are at this place.  Both 
are first-class all the way.  I can’t wait to go back next year.  This is a great track to drive on – 
setup is challenging yet it’s easy on the cars due to the flapper boards. 




